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Distributional treatment effects DIW Graduate Center Masterclass – April 24/25 2014



Contact information Blaise Melly Department of Economics Bern University [email protected]



Description of the course Applied econometrics is mainly concerned with mean effects. In many contexts, however, the effect of a treatment on the entire distribution of outcomes is of interest. The distribution of the dependent variable may change in many ways that are not revealed or are only incompletely revealed by an examination of averages. For example, the wage distribution can become more compressed or the upper-tail inequality may increase while the lower-tail inequality decreases. This short course provides econometric tools to estimate and make inference about distributional treatment effects. Several identification strategies are discussed: selection on observables, instrumental variables, regression discontinuity design and difference-in-differences. Computer codes are available for most of the estimators.



Tentative course outline 1
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Conditional distributional treatment effects 1.1



Conditional quantile and distribution functions



1.2



Quantile regression



1.3



Distribution regression



1.4



Uniform inference



Unconditional distributional treatment effects 2.1



Counterfactual distributions



2.2



Regression methods



2.3



Inference



2.4



Re-weighting methods



Instrumental variables 3.1



Identification based on rank similarity



3.2



Identification based on monotonicity



3.3



Regression discontitnuity design



Extensions (if time permits and depending on interest of the class) 4.1



Difference-in-differences



4.2



Sample selection



4.3



Censored data



4.4



Duration data



4.5



Panel data
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